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Welcome
Help your school-based trainee teachers thrive in their training and beyond. The
resources in this catalogue are underpinned by the latest educational research,
so your trainees can kick off their teaching careers with confidence. Written by
expert teacher educators, practising teachers and school leaders, they provide
your trainees with the practical skills they need to hit the ground running.

Don’t miss these key titles:

• Teach Now! The Essentials of Teaching (p.14)
• Learning to Teach in the Secondary School (p.14)
• How to be a Brilliant Trainee Teacher (p.15)
• The Confident Teacher (p.15)

eBooks
We have over 50,000 eBooks available across the
Humanities, Social Sciences, Behavioural Sciences,
Built Environment, STM and Law, from leading
Imprints, including Routledge, Focal Press and
Psychology Press. These eBooks are available for both
individual and institutional purchase.

INDIVIDUALS
Our eBooks are available from Amazon, Apple
iBookstore, Google eBooks, Ebooks.com, Kobo, Barnes
& Noble, Waterstones, Mobipocket, VitalSource, and
CourseSmart.

LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS
Subscribe to or purchase a wide range of eBook
packages or pick and mix your own from our
complete collection (a minimum number of titles
applies). FREE TRIALS are available. For more
information, please visit www.tandfebooks.com
or contact your local sales team.

eUpdates
Register your email at www.tandf.co.uk/eupdates
to receive information on books, journals and other
news within your area of interest.

Partnership Opportunities at
Routledge
At Routledge we always look for innovative ways to
support and collaborate with our readers and the
organizations they represent.

If you or your organization would like to discuss
partnership opportunities, from reciprocal marketing
activities to commercial enterprises, please do get in
touch on partnerships@routledge.com.

Considering Books for Course Use?
This symbol shows books that are available as
complimentary exam copies for lecturers or
faculty considering them for course adoption.
To obtain your copy visit the URL listed
beneath the title in the catalog and select your
choice of print or electronic copy.

Visit www.routledge.com or in the US you can
call 1-800-634-7064.

This symbol shows books that are available as
electronic inspection copies only.

Trade Customers' Representatives,
Agents and Distribution
For a complete list, visit:
www.routledge.com/representatives .

Prices, publication dates and content are correct at time of going to press, but may be subject to change without notice.

THE EASY WAY TO ORDER
Ordering online is fast and efficient, simply 
follow the on-screen instructions. 
Alternatively, you can call, fax, or see ordering 
information at the back of this catalog.

UK and Rest of World
Call: +44 (0)1235 400524
Fax:  +44 (0)20 7107 6699

Contacts
EBOOK AND ONLINE SALES

UK and Rest of World:
Email: online.sales@tandf.co.uk
Call: +44 (0)20 3377 3804
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UK and Rest of World:
Online: www.tandfonline.com
Email: tf.enquiries@informa.com
Call: +44 (0)20 7017 5544

WOULD YOU LIKE 
SOMETHING MORE 
BESPOKE?
Whether you want to buy your 
favourite titles in bulk, have a selection 
of titles on hand for the staff room or 
create a customised publication on a 
specific topic, Taylor & Francis has a 
solution for you. 

What We Can Offer
• School Discounts for Bulk Orders
• Dedicated Sales Support and Account 
Terms
• Pick and Choose Content or 
Customise to Meet Specific Needs

What are the Benefits?
• Budget Saving Prices
• Increased Staff Development

Contact Us
To discuss these options, please 
contact: 
Corporate Sales Team 
CIS@tandf.co.uk
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4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Learning to Teach English in the Secondary SchoolBecoming an Outstanding English Teacher
A companion to school experienceKate Sida-Nicholls, programme leader for a teacher training

course, UK
Series: Becoming an Outstanding Teacher
Becoming an Outstanding English Teacher supports new and
experienced teachers in developing a wide range of approaches
to teaching and learning that take into account individual
students needs and abilities to best facilitate learning. Taking a
fresh approach it offers practical guidance on creating a positive
learning environment and techniques for planning lessons from
start to finish, with practical advice on using resources,
differentiation and assessment to plan for outstanding pupil
progress. Fully up to date with current National Curriculum

Edited by Jon Davison, Canterbury Christ Church University,
UK and Caroline Daly, Institute of Education
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
The fourth edition of this best-selling text combines theory and
practice to present a broad introduction to the opportunities
and challenges of teaching English in the secondary classroom.
It offers insight into the history, policies and definitions
surrounding the subject, together with innovative and practical
strategies which can be used for effective teaching and learning.

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2014: 246x174: 258pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84028-6: £105.00

guidelines, it includes examples of lesson planning for outstanding pupil progress and
guidance on whole text analysis.

Routledge
Market: Education / Secondary English
August 2016: 246x174: 116pp
Hb: 978-1-138-91696-8: £95.00

Pb: 978-0-415-84029-3: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-315-77962-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-49166-2Pb: 978-1-138-91697-5: £19.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415840293eBook: 978-1-315-68931-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138916975

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Take Off into English Teaching!Don’t Call it Literacy!
How to Prepare for your Secondary Teacher Training ProgrammeWhat every teacher needs to know about speaking, listening, reading

and writing Nicholas McGuinn, University of York, UK
This must-have guide contains everything you need to know
before embarking on your secondary English training
programme. From choosing the right course and preparing for
your first interview, to finding out what it’s really like in school,
this book uncovers the ‘ugly truths’ of teaching, without
dampening your enthusiasm! Written in a practical and
accessible style, each chapter is packed full of reflective points,
discussion questions, and a wealth of activities and examples.
Key advice includes tricky topics, such as how to accept and
build upon criticism, as well as a handy subject knowledge audit
to help you find out exactly what you know and what you need

to know before you begin.

Geoff Barton, King Edward VI School, UK
This book shows every teacher – whatever your subject – the
simple steps which could transform your students into better
speakers, listeners, readers and writers. Harnessing a range of
straightforward, but powerful techniques, it shows you how to
help each student in your subject to improve their spelling, to
use the key vocabulary of your subject more accurately and to
speak, read and write with confidence like a historian, scientist,
designer or mathematician.

Routledge
Market: Secondary / English
December 2012: 210x148: 190pp
Hb: 978-0-415-53602-8: £95.00

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2017: 210x148: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68145-3: £95.00

Pb: 978-0-415-53603-5: £16.99 Pb: 978-1-138-68146-0: £19.99
eBook: 978-0-203-11200-7 eBook: 978-1-315-54580-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415536035 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138681460

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Teach Now! EnglishHow to be a Brilliant English Teacher
Becoming a Great English TeacherTrevor Wright, University of Worcester, UK

Now in its second edition, Trevor Wright’s hugely popular How
to be a Brilliant English Teacher is packed with practical advice
drawn from his extensive and successful experience as an English
teacher, examiner and teacher trainer. This accessible and
readable guide offers sound theoretical principles with exciting
practical suggestions for the classroom.

Trainee teachers will find support and inspiration in this book
and practising English teachers can use it as an empowering
self-help guide for improving their skills. Trevor Wright addresses
many of the anxieties that English teachers face, offering focused
and realistic solutions.

Routledge
Market: Education/Secondary English
May 2012: 216x138: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-415-67501-7: £95.00

Alex Quigley, Huntington School, UK
Series edited by Geoff Barton
Series: Teach Now!
This practical, classroom-focused guide takes you through all
the different aspects of English teaching offering clear,
straightforward advice on classroom practice, lesson planning
and working in schools.

The curriculum, planning, assessment, behaviour management,
literacy and differentiation are all discussed in detail alongside
carefully chosen examples to demonstrate good practice. There
are also chapters on dealing with pressure, excelling in

observations, finding the right job and succeeding at interview. Throughout, there are
ready-to-use activities, strategies and techniques which will help put you on the fast track
to success in the classroom.

Pb: 978-0-415-67500-0: £24.99 Routledge
Market: Education
May 2014: 210x148: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71100-5: £100.00

eBook: 978-0-203-11710-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-33246-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415675000

Pb: 978-0-415-71101-2: £17.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76900-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415711012

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Becoming an Outstanding Mathematics Teacher

Jayne Bartlett, Independent Trainer and Consultant, UK
Series: Becoming an Outstanding Teacher
This new book aims to help teachers develop approaches to
teaching and learning that take into account individual students
needs and abilities to best facilitate learning. Taking a fresh
approach it offers a wide range of techniques for planning
lessons that allow them to use current resources (including
themselves) in a more innovative way to produce outstanding
results.

Routledge
Market: Education / Secondary Mathematics
July 2013: 246x174: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-415-83113-0: £100.00
Pb: 978-0-415-83114-7: £19.99
eBook: 978-0-203-79737-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415831147

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Mathematics in the Secondary
School
A companion to school experience

Edited by Sue Johnston-Wilder, University of Warwick, UK,
Clare Lee, The Open University, UK and David Pimm,
University of Alberta, Canada
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Learning to Teach Mathematics in the Secondary School combines
theory and practice to present a broad introduction to the
opportunities and challenges of teaching mathematics in the
secondary school classroom. This fourth edition has been fully
updated to reflect the latest changes to the curriculum and
research in the field, taking into account key developments in
teacher training and education, including examinations and
assessment. Issues of professional development are also

examined, as well as a range of teaching approaches and styles from whole-class strategies
to personalised learning, helping you to make the most of school experience, during your
training and beyond.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education
September 2016: 246x174: 318pp
Hb: 978-1-138-94388-9: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-94390-2: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-315-67217-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-56558-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138943902

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Teach Now! Mathematics
Becoming a Great Mathematics Teacher

Julia Upton
Series edited by Geoff Barton
Series: Teach Now!
Written by a highly-skilled practitioner, this practical,
classroom-focused guide contains all the support you need to
become a great mathematics teacher. Combining a grounded,
modern rationale for learning and teaching with highly practical
training approaches, the book guides you through the themes
of mathematics teaching and the skills needed to demonstrate
learning offering clear, straightforward advice on classroom
practice, lesson planning and working in schools.

With a strong emphasis on sparking students’ interest and enthusiasm in mathematics,
this book is your essential guide as you start your exciting and rewarding career as an
outstanding mathematics teacher.

Routledge
Market: Education / Secondary Mathematics
October 2014: 210x148: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78316-4: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78317-1: £17.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76881-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138783171

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Science in the Secondary School
A companion to school experience

Edited by Rob Toplis, Brunel University, UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Learning to Teach Science in the Secondary School is an
indispensable guide to the process and practice of teaching and
learning science. This fourth edition has been fully updated in
the light of changes to professional knowledge and practice
and revisions to the national curriculum.

Written by experienced practitioners, this popular textbook
comprehensively covers the opportunities and challenges of
teaching science in the secondary school.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education / Science
January 2015: 246x174: 314pp
Hb: 978-0-415-82642-6: £78.99
Pb: 978-0-415-82643-3: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-315-73128-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-55020-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415826433

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Science Learning, Science Teaching

Jerry Wellington, University of Sheffield, UK and Gren Ireson,
Nottingham Trent University, UK
Now fully updated in its fourth edition, Science Learning, Science
Teaching offers an accessible, practical guide to creative
classroom teaching and a comprehensive introduction to
contemporary issues in science education. With a brand new
chapter, ‘Working Scientifically’, to help develop investigative
skills, as well as a fresh examination of the latest advances in the
field, the book is packed full of essential support, guidance and
inspiration for all students, teachers and mentors involved in
science education. Extra differentiated tasks have been
integrated throughout the text to encourage and assist those

who wish to reflect upon, improve and enrich their practice.

Routledge
Market: Education/ Secondary Science
September 2017: 246x174: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-138-65409-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-138-65410-5: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-315-62342-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-61972-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138654105

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Teach Now! Science
The Joy of Teaching Science

Tom Sherrington, King Edward VI Grammar School, UK
Series edited by Geoff Barton
Series: Teach Now!
Written by a highly-skilled practitioner, this practical,
classroom-focused guide contains all the support you need to
become a great science teacher. Combining a grounded,
modern rationale for learning and teaching with highly practical
training approaches, the book guides you through all the
different aspects of science teaching offering clear,
straightforward advice on classroom practice, lesson planning
and working in schools.

Teaching and learning, planning, assessment and behaviour management are all covered
in detail, with a host of carefully chosen example used to demonstrate good practice.

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2014: 210x148: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-415-72689-4: £100.00
Pb: 978-0-415-72690-0: £17.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76792-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415726900

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Religious Education in the
Secondary School

Learning to Teach Citizenship in the Secondary
School

A Companion to School ExperienceA companion to school experience
Edited by L. Philip Barnes, King's College London, UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
The third edition of Learning to Teach Religious Education in the
Secondary School draws together insights from current
educational theory and the best contemporary classroom
teaching and learning, and suggests tasks, activities and further
reading designed to enhance the quality of initial school
experience for the student teacher. This third edition has all new
content and contributors, which take account of recent
developments in the subject.

Routledge

Edited by Liam Gearon, University of Plymouth, UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
The fully updated third edition of Learning to Teach Citizenship
in the Secondary School is an essential resource for both students
training to teach citizenship and experienced teachers. Written
in a clear and practical way, yet underpinned by a theoretical
background, it examines citizenship as a wide-ranging subject
and an essential part of a number of different subjects. With key
objectives and tasks for each chapter, this book will help the
reader improve their understanding of citizenship education to
in turn help their pupils.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education/ Religious EducationMarket: Secondary Education
August 2017: 246x174: 240ppNovember 2014: 246x174: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78371-3: £100.00Hb: 978-0-415-82644-0: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78372-0: £26.99Pb: 978-0-415-82647-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76851-9eBook: 978-1-315-74579-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-42046-4Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-48029-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138783720* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415826471

Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Teach Now! HistoryLearning to Teach Geography in the Secondary

School Becoming a Great History Teacher
Mike Gershon, King Edward VI School, UK
Series edited by Geoff Barton
Series: Teach Now!
This practical, classroom-focused guide takes you through all
the different aspects of history teaching offering clear,
straightforward advice on classroom practice, lesson planning
and working in schools.

Teaching and learning, planning, assessment and behaviour
management are all covered in detail, with a host of carefully
chosen example used to demonstrate good practice. There are
also chapters on dealing with pressure, excelling in observations,

A companion to school experience
Mary Biddulph, University of Nottingham, David Lambert,
Institute of Education, University of London, UK. and David
Balderstone
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Learning to Teach Geography in the Secondary School helps
teachers acquire a deeper understanding of the role, purpose
and potential of geography within the secondary curriculum,
and provides the practical skills needed to design, teach and
evaluate stimulating and creative lessons. Updated in light of
extensive changes to the curriculum and teacher training, this
new edition is essential reading for all those who aspire to
become effective teachers.

finding the right job and succeeding at interview. Throughout the book, there are
ready-to-use activities, strategies and techniques which will help put you on the fast track
to success in the classroom.

Routledge
Routledge
Market: Education / Secondary History
May 2014: 210x148: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71340-5: £100.00

Market: Secondary Education/Geography
May 2015: 246x174: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-138-77943-3: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-138-77944-0: £28.99

Pb: 978-0-415-71341-2: £17.99eBook: 978-1-315-77127-4
eBook: 978-1-315-77213-4Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-43786-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415713412* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138779440

Dummy text to keep placeholder4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Teaching Sociology SuccessfullyLearning to Teach History in the Secondary School
A Practical Guide to Planning and Delivering Outstanding LessonsA companion to school experience

Andrew B. Jones, Andrew B. Jones is Assistant Headteacher
for CPD and Professional Mentoring at The Reach Free
School, Hertfordshire, UK
This comprehensive guide to teaching sociology successfully
carefully combines insightful anecdotes and practical activities
with key theoretical concepts on planning, learning styles and
assessment. Providing crucial support for those looking to get
to grips with a wide-ranging and often daunting subject, each
chapter focuses on a particular aspect of the teaching and
learning process, including how to plan and deliver effective
lessons and choosing the right syllabus, and is packed full of
ideas to engage and motivate your class.

Edited by Terry Haydn, University of East Anglia, UK, Alison
Stephen, James Arthur, University of Birmingham, UK and
Martin Hunt, Manchester Metropolitan University, UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
This fourth edition of Learning to Teach History in the Secondary
School has been thoroughly updated for the new curriculum,
including a chapter on subject knowledge and a section on
action research. It provides an array of references and materials
that give a sound theoretical foundation for the teaching of
history, and a range of tasks to help students put their learning
into action. Practical advice is combined with a wide range of
recent and relevant research in the field of history education to

support Masters Level research and aid reflective practice. Routledge
Market: Education /SociologyRoutledge
July 2017: 246x174: 194ppMarket: Secondary Education and History
Hb: 978-1-138-19000-9: £95.00October 2014: 345pp
Pb: 978-1-138-19001-6: £24.99Hb: 978-0-415-86979-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-64131-7Pb: 978-0-415-86981-2: £28.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138190016eBook: 978-0-203-79641-2

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-43785-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415869812

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Engaging Students with Music Education
DJ decks, urban music and child-centred learning

Pete Dale, Manchester Metropolitan University
With an insistence that the starting point for music education
should always be the interests and experiences of the learners,
DJing in the Secondary Music Classroom explores how the use of
DJ equipment in schools, for the specific purpose of re-engaging
disaffected learners, can enhance understanding of and
enthusiasm for music more generally. It discusses inherent
tensions in music education and curriculum, and examines tried
and tested methods for encouraging DJing and MCing in the
classroom. Illustrated with case studies of the author‘s
experiences in a range of schools, it shows how DJing and MCing
cansit successfully alongside the National Curriculum and exam
board requirements.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education/ Music
March 2017: 234x156: 166pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85834-3: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-85838-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-315-71805-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138858381

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Art and Design in the Secondary
School
A companion to school experience

Edited by Nicholas Addison, Institute of Education,
University of London, UK and Lesley Burgess, Institute of
Education, University of London, UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Learning to Teach Art and Design in the Secondary School offers
trainee teachers a conceptual and practical framework for
understanding the diverse nature of art and design in education
in the secondary curriculum, examining theoretical approaches
and their application to classroom practice. Updated with
reference to current debates and M-level material, this new
edition explores a range of approaches to teaching and learning,
it raises issues, questions orthodoxies and identifies new

directions.

Routledge
Market: Education/Art and Design
October 2014: 246x174: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84288-4: £100.00
Pb: 978-0-415-84289-1: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-315-75086-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-37773-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842891

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Music in the Secondary School
A companion to school experience

Edited by Carolyn Cooke, University of Aberdeen, UK., Keith
Evans, University of Greenwich, UK., Chris Philpott and Gary
Spruce, The Open University, UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Thoroughly revised to take account of recent changes to the
curriculum, and with a focus on evidence-based practice, this
book aims to develop open and reflective practitioners who will
critically examine their own and others’ ideas about music
education and the way in which children learn music. Including
M-level tasks, activities and reflections to help student-teachers
to integrate the theory and practice of music education, this
book will provide support, guidance, ideas and challenges for

teachers.

Routledge
Market: Education/Secondary Education
April 2016: 246x174: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71308-5: £95.00
Pb: 978-0-415-71309-2: £25.99
eBook: 978-1-315-62120-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-35105-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415713092

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Foreign Languages in the
Secondary School
A companion to school experience

Norbert Pachler, University of London, UK, Michael Evans,
University of Cambridge, UK, Ana Redondo, University of
Bedfordshire, UK and Linda Fisher, University of Cambridge,
UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Learning to Teach Foreign Languages in the Secondary School has
established itself as the leading textbook for student teachers
of foreign languages in the UK and internationally. The practical
focus is underpinned by a theoretical perspective and backed
up by the latest research, encouraging you to develop a personal
approach to foreign language teaching.

This new, fourth edition, has been comprehensively updated to take account of recent
policy and curriculum changes, and now covers a range of relevant statutory frameworks.
Fully revised chapters cover the key knowledge and skills essential for becoming a foreign
language teacher.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education/FL
December 2013: 246x174: 412pp
Hb: 978-0-415-68994-6: £95.00
Pb: 978-0-415-68996-0: £28.99
eBook: 978-0-203-18192-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-43241-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415689960

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Teach Now! Modern Foreign Languages
Becoming a Great Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages

Sally Allan, Forest Hall School, Stansted Mountfitchet, UK
Series edited by Geoff Barton
Series: Teach Now!
Written by a highly-skilled practitioner, this practical,
classroom-focused guide contains all the support you need to
become a great modern foreign language teacher. Combining
a grounded, modern rationale for learning and teaching with
highly practical training approaches, the book guides you
through all the different aspects of MFL teaching offering clear,
straightforward advice on classroom practice, lesson planning
and working in schools.

Teaching and learning, planning, assessment and behaviour management are all covered
in detail, with a host of carefully chosen example used to demonstrate good practice.
Routledge
Market: Education / Secondary MFL
December 2014: 210x148: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-138-01613-2: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-138-01614-9: £17.99
eBook: 978-1-315-78119-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138016149
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Design and Technology in the
Secondary School
A companion to school experience

Edited by Gwyneth Owen-Jackson, The Open University,
UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
The key text for all those training to teach Design and
Technology in the secondary school. It helps you develop subject
knowledge, acquire a deeper understanding of the role, purpose
and potential of Design and Technology within the secondary
curriculum, and provides the practical skills needed to plan,
teach and evaluate stimulating and creative lessons.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education
May 2015: 246x174: 346pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78524-3: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78525-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76795-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-46493-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138785250
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4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Learning to Teach Physical Education in the
Secondary School
A companion to school experience

Edited by Susan Capel, Brunel University, UK and Margaret
Whitehead, University of Liverpool, UK
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Learning to Teach Physical Education in the Secondary School
combines background information with suggestions for practical
application, designed to support student teachers of PE
throughout their training and teaching experience. This
fully-updated fourth edition has been thoroughly revised to take
into account changes in policy and practice within both initial
teacher education and the National Curriculum for Physical
Education.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education/Physical Education
April 2015: 246x174: 334pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78598-4: £100.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78599-1: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76748-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-56164-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138785991

2nd Edition
The Really Useful Physical Education Book
Learning and teaching across the 11-16 age range

Edited by Gary Stidder, University of Brighton, UK and Sid
Hayes, University of Brighton, UK
Series: The Really Useful
Fully updated in line with the National Curriculum and with a
renewed focus on secondary school learning and teaching, The
Really Useful Physical Education Book offers crucial guidance and
practical ideas for effective and imaginative lessons. Underpinned
by easy-to-understand theory and with an emphasis on inclusive
physical education for all, each chapter presents a wide range
of high quality lessons, alongside engaging teaching examples
and methodologies. An ‘A list’ of exciting physical activities are
included, ranging from the artistic and athletic, to the more

adventurous and alternative, offering essential support and advice for both trainee and
practising teachers.

Routledge
Market: Education/Physical Education
November 2016: 297x210: 270pp
Hb: 978-1-138-18714-6: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-18715-3: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-315-64333-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-49827-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138187153
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7th Edition • TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
Learning to Teach in the Secondary SchoolCreating Outstanding Classrooms
A companion to school experienceA whole-school approach

Edited by Susan Capel, Brunel University, UK, Marilyn Leask,
University of Bedfordshire, UK and Sarah Younie
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
Learning to Teach in the Secondary School is the market leading
text for all undergraduate, postgraduate and school-based routes
to qualified teacher status. With a focus on evidence-informed
practice, the book includes many examples of how to apply
theory to practice and how to analyse practice to maximise pupil
learning. Fully updated, the 7

th
 edition offers comprehensive

coverage of the key concepts and skills and the range of
pedagogical features support both university based work and

school based teacher training.

Oliver Knight, Bright Tribe Trust, UK and David Benson,
Kensington Aldrigde Academy, UK
This timely new book outlines a whole-school approach to
embedding a sustainable model of teaching and learning that
puts the learner at the heart of the system. It provides a
framework for ensuring all students exceed their expectations,
incorporating school vision, teacher professional development,
assessment models, school culture, leadership and management,
and core classroom practices.

The book features: a clear planning framework that is easy to
implement; subject-based case studies to exemplify good
practice; diagrams to clarify and consolidate information; training

activities throughout each chapter, also available to download at
www.routledge.com/9780415831178.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education
March 2016: 246x189: 658ppRoutledge

Market: Education
October 2013: 246x174: 416pp
Hb: 978-0-415-83116-1: £105.00

Hb: 978-1-138-78769-8: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78770-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76623-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-51836-9Pb: 978-0-415-83117-8: £26.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138787704eBook: 978-1-315-88993-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415831178

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Outstanding Differentiation for Learning in the
Classroom

Effective Peer Learning
From Principles to Practical Implementation

Keith Topping, University of Dundee, UK, Céline Buchs,
University of Geneva, Switzerland, David Duran, Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain. and Hilde van Keer
Peer learning allows a positive use of differences between pupils,
turning them into learning opportunities. Yet education
professionals often remain unfamiliar with the principles to
guarantee its effectiveness. An Introduction to Peer Learning offers
a guide, underpinned by the latest theory and research in the
field, to structuring student interactions in the classroom in order
to promote learning. Illustrated with models of successful
practice from diverse schools across Europe, it provides the
background to the different types of peer learning, explores the

Jayne Bartlett, Independent Trainer and Consultant, UK
The main feature of an outstanding lesson is that all learners
make progress and teachers must differentiate according to
their pupils‘ learning needs to make this happen. Taking the
structure of a lesson as the starting point, this book shows how
differentiation can be used to enhance and support all aspects
of the learning process. Including chapters on embedding
differentiation during each phase of the lesson, assessment and
questioning techniques, it will help you to use diffentiation
effectively to produce outstanding results. Packed full of practical
strategies, the book will support you in your planning and
everyday practice helping to create a more autonomous learning

environment.importance of preparing the environment and structuring tasks, and unpacks practical
considerations for teachers in the classrooms. Routledge

Market: Education / Teaching and Learning
September 2015: 246x174: 146pp
Hb: 978-1-138-83904-5: £95.00

Routledge
Market: Education
March 2017: 246x174: 186pp

Pb: 978-1-138-83905-2: £19.99Hb: 978-1-138-90648-8: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-315-73365-4Pb: 978-1-138-90649-5: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-351-13311-1eBook: 978-1-315-69547-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138839052* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138906495

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Psychology in the ClassroomLearning by Teaching
A Teacher's Guide to What WorksEvidence-based Strategies to Enhance Learning in the Classroom

Marc Smith, Independent Education Consultant, UK and
Jonathan Firth, Teacher, Chartered Psychologist
Written by experienced teachers and psychology specialists, this
clear-cut guide offers an introduction to key principles of
psychology and shows how they can be directly applied in the
classroom on a day-to-day basis in order to improve teaching
and learning. Each chapter covers adifferent area of psychology
- from getting pupils to recall more information, work
independently, and become more creative to establishing whole
school resilience. With an focus on the most reliable and relevant
research and evidence, it reveals how an understanding of
psychology can have an immediate and real effect in classroom

learning and teaching pedagogy.

David Duran, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain.
and Keith Topping, University of Dundee, UK
This book provides an essential overview of ‘learning by
teaching’, exploring the underpinning theory, research evidence,
and practical implications of peer learning in a variety of
classroom contexts. Illustrated with a range of exciting examples
and case studies, chapters describe the components needed to
implement ‘learning by teaching’ effectively, and warn of the
pitfalls to avoid. The book also offers key recommendations and
strategies for teachers that will facilitate and inspire their own
learning and professional development. Practical examples to
embed in day-to-day classroom life include: techniques of

cooperative learning, peer tutoring, peer assessment, and co-teaching.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
February 2018: 210x148: 240ppApril 2017: 246x174: 98pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05967-2: £105.00Hb: 978-1-138-12298-7: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-05969-6: £22.99Pb: 978-1-138-12299-4: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16342-0eBook: 978-1-315-64904-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138059696* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138122994
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TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Understanding School TransitionTeach Now! The Essentials of Teaching
What happens to children and how to help themWhat You Need to Know to Be a Great Teacher

Jennifer Symonds, Freelance educational researcher and
consultant
School transition is a life changing event for children - they are
rarely faced with such a powerful set of personal and social
changes. These underpin the immediate and longer term
wellbeing of children, peer groups, teachers and schools.
Understanding School Transition provides a comprehensive,
international review of this important area, complete with
practical advice on what practitioners can do to support
wellbeing, motivation and achievement.  

Routledge
Market: Primary Education/Secondary Education
May 2015: 234x156: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-415-67663-2: £100.00

Geoff Barton, King Edward VI School, UK
Series: Teach Now!
Teach Now! provides the essential knowledge for becoming a
great teacher. It covers everything you need to know from
learning, pedagogy, literacy and behaviour management to
practical guidance on lesson planning and organisation.
Combining a grounded, modern rationale for learning and
teaching with highly practical training approaches, Geoff Barton
offers clear straightforward advice on all aspects of teaching.
Including training activities and case studies to help put the
strategies described into practice, Teach Now! opens up the
secrets of great teachers and, step-by-step, helps trainee teachers

to build the skills and confidence to become first-rate classroom practitioners.

Routledge
Market: Education / Secondary Education
December 2014: 210x148: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-415-71490-7: £100.00

Pb: 978-0-415-67664-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-315-71438-7

Pb: 978-0-415-71491-4: £17.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415676649
eBook: 978-1-315-74484-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415714914

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Teaching without Disruption in the Secondary
School
A Practical Approach to Managing Pupil Behaviour

Roland Chaplain
Behaviour management training of trainee and qualified teachers
has been a national priority for some time. This second edition
addresses the point that this training and practice should be
evidence-based. The importance of adopting a research-based
approach is a specific requirement of the guidelines on teacher
training and central to this book. The training materials in this
book give examples of how to put the research into practice
which in turn makes the text more useful for self-development,
trainers in schools and university education departments.
Moreover, these materials are supported with case studies
showing how they have been used successfully in schools
throughout the UK.

Routledge
Market: Secondary Education
October 2017: 234x156: 276pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69068-4: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-69069-1: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-315-53678-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-24834-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138690691

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Emotional Learner
Understanding Emotions, Learners and Achievement

Marc Smith, Independent Education Consultant, UK
The Emotional Learner examines the current thinking and
research evidence surrounding the usefulness of both positive
and negative emotions and how they help and hinder the learner
depending on circumstances. Key themes explored include what
we mean by ‘emotions’ and why they are important to learning;
mastery versus performance; anxiety, boredom, interest and
curiosity; the teenage learner; fear of failure, how it evolves and
how to combat it. The Emotional Learner combines practical
advice with research evidence to offer essential guidance on
how to teach ‘with emotions in mind’ for all those involved in
both teaching and educational studies.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2018: 210x148: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05957-3: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-138-05959-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16347-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138059597
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The Confident TeacherHow to be a Brilliant Trainee Teacher
Developing successful habits of mind, body and pedagogyTrevor Wright, University of Worcester, UK

How to be a Brilliant Trainee Teacher sets out clear and practical
guidelines to support your training and enhance your teaching,
moving you directly towards a real understanding of how and
why pupils learn and how you can enhance your own progress.
This second edition has been updated to offer you timely advice
that has been drawn from the author’s extensive and successful
personal experience as a teacher-trainer, teacher and examiner.
Offering reassurance, support and guidance, this book is ideal
for secondary trainee teachers, but the underlying principles
about what makes a brilliant trainee teacher are applicable to
primary trainees too.

Routledge
Market: Education
March 2017: 216x138: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-138-90075-2: £90.00

Alex Quigley, Huntington School, UK
Even the best teachers are beset by doubts, assailed by excessive
workload and struggle to juggle the job with their busy lives.
The Confidenct Teacher offers a step-by-step guide to developing
the habits, characteristics and pedagogy that will enable you to
do the best job possible. Covering topics such as organisation,
using your body language effectively, explaining, differentiation,
group work and developing confident students, it presents a
wide range of strategies for great teaching and learning.
Including activities, opportunities for reflection and insights from
teachers this book will help you to reach your full potential in
this challenging, but rewarding profession.

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2016: 210x148: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-138-83233-6: £90.00Pb: 978-1-138-90076-9: £19.99
Pb: 978-1-138-83234-3: £16.99eBook: 978-1-315-70707-5
eBook: 978-1-315-62732-8Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-41110-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138832343* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138900769

TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
The Reflective Practice GuideHow to be a Brilliant Mentor
An interdisciplinary approach to critical reflectionDeveloping Outstanding Teachers

Barbara Bassot, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK
The important role of reflective practice is well recognised in a
wide range of professional areas, including education, health,
management and social care. Students on many professional
undergraduate and postgraduate courses undertake modules
in reflective practice, where they are expected to engage in the
process of reflecting on their developing knowledge and skills.
As work has developed in this area, many academics have come
to realise that reflecting on experience alone is not enough.
Students need to be able to think about their practice at a
deeper level, questioning their approach, challenging their
assumptions and gaining greater self-awareness.

Edited by Trevor Wright, University of Worcester, UK
How to be a Brilliant Mentor offers clear guidelines to enhance

your mentoring, helping you to analyse your own practice and
understand the complex role of the mentor in school. Revised
in the light of changes to the curriculum, teacher standards and
Initial Teacher Training, this updated second edition provides
practical strategies and direct problem-solving to help you move
promising trainee teachers to success. Illustrated with the
experiences of real trainees, How to be a Brilliant Mentor can be
dipped into for innovative mentoring ideas or read from
cover-to-cover as a short enjoyable course which will give you
added confidence in your mentoring role.

Routledge
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2015: 246x174: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78430-7: £100.00

Market: Education
September 2017: 216x138: 182pp
Hb: 978-1-138-90073-8: £90.00 Pb: 978-1-138-78431-4: £27.99
Pb: 978-1-138-90074-5: £19.99 eBook: 978-1-315-76829-8
eBook: 978-1-315-70708-2 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138784314
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-49214-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138900745

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Introduction to Critical Reflection and Action for
Teacher Researchers

Bernie Sullivan, St. Brigid's Girls' Senior School, Dublin,
Ireland, Máirín Glenn, Mary Roche and Caitriona McDonagh
Providing direction for educators who seek to improve their
teaching and maximise learning, Introduction to Critical Reflection
and Action for Teacher Researchers addresses the growing trend
in educational contexts for teachers to engage in critical
reflection and develop new forms of understanding of practice.
By providing a structured practical framework this book guides
the reader through the underpinning theory of action research
and critical reflection, enables them to plan and undertake their
own research in school, and generate educational theory from
their learning. It will be a valuable guide for teachers, students

and researchers interested in reflecting on and enhancing their teaching practice.

Routledge
Market: Education
April 2016: 246x174: 164pp
Hb: 978-1-138-91104-8: £90.00
Pb: 978-1-138-91105-5: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-315-69303-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138911055
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